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Abstract

Academic librarians need to articulate library value in ways that resonate with higher education stakeholders. A project conducted by OCLC Research on behalf of the Association of College and Research Libraries (ACRL) examines how librarians effectively can articulate value and become active participants in decision-making at their academic institutions. More research is needed to address an area critical to the higher education sector - institutional priorities for student learning and success. Interviews with US academic librarians and provosts and an analysis of the higher education and library and information science literature provide examples and recommendations for academic library researchers and practitioners. A research agenda consisting of approximately 10-15 future-oriented, key, outstanding research questions that the literature and interview data suggest are being developed for academic library researchers and librarians to explore. The possible parameters for each question are defined and the related scholarly work is identified in a way that is accessible to practitioner-scholars so they are able to articulate their research questions, design studies, and communicate results. With the changing higher education landscape, the results of this project are quite timely.
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